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Welcome to the agenda for TWIN’s February meeting.    Last month we covered the inequalities surrounding the pandemic.  
For this session we’ll be applying a different but no less interest lens, delving more deeply into the insurance industry to hear 
how about “Industry impacts, developments and response”.    We’ll be hearing about the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
Covid19 working group and get a perspective across the industry from Oliver Wyman. Come and join us for this informal and 
informative session to hear how the industry has been faring and share your own perspectives.  
 
Please register your place ASAP.   As usual, the link to join the meeting will be sent to those registered nearer the date.   I hope 
to see you on screen on the 25th. Also, please let me know if you have any suggestions for interesting topics.  
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Chika leads a small team of risk experts 
tasked with looking across the Group’s 
global operations and providing insight 
to key decision makers on the macro and 
emerging risks faced by Aviva, advising 
on how best to take advantage of the 
opportunities and mitigate the threat. 
Chika is a non-executive director for a 
leading UK medical defence 
organisation. She is the co-sponsor of 
the Aviva Origins Community which 
focuses on inclusion matters related to 
race and ethnicity in the workplace, and 
chair of the Diversity Advisory Group for 
the UK actuarial profession, the Institute 
and Faculty of Actuaries. 
Chika is also a member of TWIN’s 
Advisory Board and will be moderating 
this panel session 

 
Louise Pryor spoke to us back in 
February 2015 “Insurance and climate 
change: The Actuaries Climate Index” It’s 
really good to have her back again. 
Louise has had a varied career as an 
actuary, software engineer and 
academic. She has practised as an 
independent consultant in the areas of 
software risk and sustainability and has 
worked on financial modelling for social 
security and pensions reform in a 
number of emerging economies, as well 
as leading the development of the UKs 
Technical Actuarial Standards while at 
the FRC. Louise is President Elect of the 
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries, Chair 
of the London Climate Change 
Partnership and a director of the 
Ecology Building Society. 
 

 
Chris Leach is a Partner in Oliver 
Wyman’s European Insurance practice, 
based in their London office.  
Chris has worked with major insurers 
globally on topics covering strategy, 
transformation, commercial 
effectiveness, risk and capital 
management.  
Chris has specific expertise in the UK 
Personal Lines P&C market, advising 
major players and investors through 
strategic advisory, operational and 
transactional work. 
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